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Exclusive extracts from this 118-page-long report: 
 

- What is the business?  
Logistics concerns the management of the flow of products from the place of their origin to the place of 
their consumption. The industry thus not only involves transportation from point A to B by road, rail, air 
and sea, but also standardised or tailor-made material handling, warehousing, packaging, security, 
inventory management, supply chain management, procurement, and customs services. […] 
 

- What are the main markets?  
The logistics market has become a tale of two speeds. A sluggish global economy and a decline in world 
merchandise trade volumes is particularly bad news for the ocean and air freight markets, bringing down 
demand below supply and resulting in major overcapacity and, thus, downward pressure on freight 
rates. It is unlikely that this supply-demand imbalance will be resolved quickly unless a large quantity of 
supply is taken off the market. Medium-term prospects of ocean and air freight activities therefore 
remain gloomy. Nevertheless, where one door shuts, another opens: demand for logistics in the areas of 
e-commerce and other niche markets, such as healthcare, is seeing tailwinds.  [...] 
 

- Who are the key players?  

The global logistics industry is highly-fragmented, in terms of geography as well as the industries and 
markets it serves. The companies analysed in this report have a significant global presence and reflect 
global market trends that are currently shaping the logistics industry. Global leaders such as Deutsche 
Post DHL, UPS, FedEx and Nippon Express have a strong presence in all of the four main logistics 
businesses (mail, express, freight forwarding and contract logistics), while other top companies tend to 
specialise in freight forwarding and contract logistics. [...]  
 

- How intense is competition?  
Rivalry between logistics companies is generally intense and occurs at the local, regional, national and 
international level. Despite some recent consolidation, the market remains highly fragmented, 
particularly in emerging markets, and polarised between large players, offering a comprehensive range 
of services spanning various regions, and a multitude of local/regional players. Globalisation and the 
subsequent extended geographical presence of major players have added to this competitive pressure. 
[...] 
 
 
To find out more on the sector and its leading corporations, please find enclosed the order form to 
obtain this exclusive report by Xerfi Global. 
 

Kathryn McFarland 
Analyst, Xerfi Global 
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 Return by mail or fax to:  

ORDER FORM 
Xerfi, 13-15, rue de Calais 75009 Paris 

Fax: + 33 1.42.81.42.14 
Tel: + 33 1.53.21.81.51 

Ref: 6XSTR03 / INTL 
   

  

The Global Logistics Industry: the market  

Market Analysis – 2017-2022 Trends – Corporate Strategies 
 

Please choose how you wish to receive the report (tick the relevant box): 

 Hard copy (mail delivery): 1 600 Ex VAT 1 688,00 Inc VAT (5.5%) 

 Electronic version (pdf file): 1 600 Ex VAT 1 920,00 Inc VAT (20.0%) 

 Both versions (hard copy and electronic file) 2 000 Ex VAT 2 400,00 Inc VAT (20.0%) 

  

The applicable VAT rate is that of the date of the invoice 
 

 

 Please fill out in capital letters: 

Company: ________________________________________________________________________ Position: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & First name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Post code: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ City: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ Fax: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

(*) E-Mail : 
                            

(*) required field 

 

Price valid until 3st December 2017. Invoice upon receipt of the order. 
In case of litigation, express competence is granted to the Paris commercial court. 
  

 Date, Signature and Stamp: 
  

Method of payment:  

 Enclosed cheque  

 Upon receipt of the report and the invoice  
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